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Abstract
Using a unique data set on public cloud infrastructure services consumption by 15,076
firms over the period from March 2009 to October 2011, we address the question of how
a provider’s technical support influences cloud demand. The provider’s customers can
choose (and switch between) two levels of support, basic and managed, which differ in
the extent to which the provider helps customers adapt the cloud infrastructure to their
specific business needs. We find that customers who access managed support consume,
on average, 110% more IT capacity than those who only access basic support. The
former are also 15.5 percentage points more likely to deploy more complex
infrastructure architectures that make better use of the cloud’s features (e.g., its
scalability). Customers who switch from managed to basic support continue consuming
an average of 90% more IT capacity than customers who only access basic support.
Keywords: IS economics, IT infrastructure, IT services, cloud computing, technical
support.
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Introduction
The cloud computing model, in which IT capacity is offered on-demand, has been envisioned by some IS
scholars as a general purpose technology (GPT) (Bresnahan and Trajtenberg 1995) that will serve as a
catalyst for innovation and an engine for economic growth (e.g., Brynjolfsson et al. 2010; Varian 2010;
Varian 2011). Nonetheless, current adoption rates of cloud services do not reflect such expectations.
Surveys have suggested that only 29% of small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) were paying for one
or more cloud services in 2010 (Microsoft and Edge Strategies 2011) and that in 2011 only 4% of IT
professionals had implemented cloud infrastructure services for production applications
(SearchDataCenter.com 2011). A potential reason for the low adoption is that customers do not
understand how to use the novel cloud infrastructure services. A 2011 survey found that only 25% of IT
staff in global organizations had cloud experience with public infrastructure or platform-as-a-service, and
50% of the organizations claimed that their staff was “less than somewhat prepared to handle” these
services (Symantec 2011).
This industry insight suggests that the fact the cloud providers have made technical progress and made
their GPT available does not imply that customers can immediately leverage on the cloud’s promised
capabilities, much less meet the expected demand. For the full demand to be realized, it is necessary that
customers invest in a process of co-invention (Bresnahan and Greenstein 1997; Bresnahan and Greenstein
2001) and adapt the service to their specific business needs. Nonetheless, performing such adaptations to
make the most out of the cloud’s capabilities (e.g., its scalability) is a daunting task that poses strong
knowledge barriers to firms (Attewell 1992). It has been hypothesized that service providers can help
firms overcome these knowledge barriers by filling the gaps between the new technologies and their uses
(Attewell 1992; Bresnahan and Greenstein 1997), thus increasing the demand for their IT services.
However, to the best of our knowledge, this hypothesis has not been systematically tested due to lack of
sufficiently detailed data. This is an important gap in understanding.
We aim to take a first step in narrowing this gap by studying the role that the technical support offered by
service providers may play in cloud services’ demand. Our central research question is: Does a provider’s
technical support influence IT capacity demand? If so, how?
We have collected unique data on public cloud infrastructure services consumption from a major
provider. The provider’s customers can choose (and switch between) two levels of support, basic and
managed. The levels of support differ in the extent to which the provider helps customers adapt the cloud
infrastructure to their specific business needs. Specifically, when receiving managed support – the
premium service, customers have the opportunity to learn from the provider’s prior experience in
deploying applications in cloud architectures; when receiving basic support customers must adapt their
applications on their own and only rely on their internal knowledge stocks. Our data consists of 15,076
firms that used the provider’s public cloud infrastructure service (also known as Infrastructure-as-aService, or IaaS) at some point between March 2009 and October 2011. We aggregate our data at the
monthly level, so our unbalanced panel has 32 periods. The longitudinal nature of our data provides
unique advantages, as it allows us to directly measure and identify the impact of the provider’s service
level on the demand for IT capacity.
Our econometric approach uses fixed effects panel data models and a difference-in-difference
identification strategy to compare customers’ demand for IT capacity before they adopt managed support,
during their continued access to managed support, and after they have switched back from managed to
basic support. To address concerns about how omitted variable bias in our models might influence our
results (e.g., how changes in unobserved business needs may drive both the choice of using managed
support and the changes in our dependent variables), we employ lagged values of our variables as
instruments (Arellano and Bover 1995; Blundell and Bond 1998) in dynamic panel models using
generalized method of moments (GMM) estimation. The estimates from these models are qualitatively
consistent with our main findings.
Our findings suggest that the provider’s technical support has a positive and economically significant
effect on customer demand for IT capacity. Customers who employ managed support consume, on
average, 110% more IT capacity than those who only rely on basic support. Similarly, the former group is
15.5 percentage points more likely than the latter to employ complex infrastructure architectures that
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make use of the cloud’s scalability. Moreover, we have found some initial evidence that the positive effects
of managed support are stronger for customers who are just starting to use the cloud than for more
experienced ones, which suggests that internal knowledge and external knowledge are weak substitutes
for each other. We have additionally found that even after switching from managed support to basic
support, former managed support customers continue using 90% more IT capacity than those who never
had access to this type of support. Similarly, customers only decrease by 1.89 percentage points their
likelihood of using complex and horizontally scalable architectures after they switch from managed to
basic support. This suggests the reduction in the cost of co-invention due to access to the provider’s
managed support is durable, as knowledge transferred from the provider to the consumers does not
depreciate quickly, if at all.
Our work contributes to several literature streams. First, we contribute to the research on co-invention by
examining the role of service providers in facilitating customers’ adaptation to a GPT. Prior research has
shown that co-invention costs play a key role in determining the adoption rate of GPTs such as
client/server computing (Bresnahan and Greenstein 1997). Nonetheless, much less is known regarding
the mechanisms by which firms may overcome such co-invention costs, mainly because of the lack of
sufficiently detailed data about firms’ co-invention processes over time (e.g., Bresnahan and Greenstein
2001). Our work, which leverages on the detailed data available on how customers use cloud services,
takes an important step in this direction. Second, our finding that internal and external knowledge
sources may be substitutes adds to the ongoing debate that inquires if they are complements or
substitutes for each other (see Argote and Miron-Spektor (2011) and Ceccagnoli et al. (2011) for reviews).
Finally, the cloud context offers a unique opportunity to examine the IT investment of small startups who,
given their low levels of IT spending traditionally have not as frequently been captured by data sources
that make them amenable for study (e.g., Aral et al. 2006; Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1995; Brynjolfsson and
Hitt 1996; Hitt et al. 2002). In our research, we observe the adoption and actual usage of an IT service by
tens of thousands of very small firms (i.e., less than $1M in revenue and less than 100 employees) for
whom co-invention costs are potentially prohibitive.

Framework and Hypotheses
Cloud computing has been defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as a
“model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable
computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services)” (Mell and Grance 2011).
The pay-per-use model provides cloud infrastructure customers the freedom to consume and pay only for
the computing resources they need, and correspondingly we conceptualize the demand for cloud
infrastructure services as IT capacity demand. We say that one customer has a greater IT capacity
demand than another if it uses greater server computing capacity (i.e., more CPUs and GB of RAM) over
the same time span.
Additionally, the on-demand nature of the service along with its rapid elasticity provides firms the
opportunity to reduce idle computing capacity waste and eliminate the necessity of an up-front capital
commitment in overprovisioning resources (Armbrust et al. 2009; Harms and Yamartino 2010). Yet, to
do this, firms must be able to scale their capacity in a cost-efficient manner. In particular, they should
have a horizontally scalable architecture, which comes at the cost of a significant increase in architecture
complexity relative to simpler, less easily scalable vertical architectures. Thus, we use the complexity of a
customer’s architecture as a proxy for how well they have adapted the cloud infrastructure service to their
business needs.
The provider has recognized that the novelty of the service plus the complexities involved in scaling IT
capacity may pose significant knowledge barriers to its customers. As with other GPTs, the associated
knowledge barriers increase the customers’ co-invention (Bresnahan and Greenstein 1997) costs and may,
in turn, inhibit the adoption and demand of the service. In response to this, the provider offers its
customers the option to contract and access managed support for a price premium on the IT capacity
hourly rates plus a fixed monthly fee. In addition to helping the customers adapt the service to their
particular business needs, a prime goal of managed support is to educate customers on how to best use
the cloud. Our hypotheses below aim to test if the provider’s offering of managed support effectively
reduces customers’ co-invention costs. We do this by studying the implications of managed support
adoption for cloud demand, described both in terms of the IT capacity consumed by customers and their
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needs for cloud specific features (e.g., scalability) as measured in the complexity of their infrastructure
architecture deployments.

Technical Support, Learning and Reduction of Co-Invention Costs
Next, we explain the mechanism by which a provider’s technical support may positively affect IT capacity
demand. The mechanism is that customers who adopt managed cloud will learn from the provider via
technical support. This learning will reduce their knowledge barriers and thus total co-invention costs,
and in turn increase their demand for cloud services.
Prior work has suggested that the provider’s support may play an important role in reducing knowledge
barriers (Attewell 1992). Das (2003) mentions that “for high-technology vendors, technical support is not
only a competitive necessity, but also a potential source of revenue in markets where profits from product
sales are increasingly restricted by price competition”, suggesting support can be used as a mechanism to
influence demand for commoditized or weakly differentiated services such as cloud infrastructure
services.
Second, managed support, such as that offered by the provider in our context, opens the door to
knowledge transfer. We follow Darr and Kurtzberg (2000) in arguing that knowledge “transfer has
occurred when a contributor shares knowledge that is used by an adopter”, and define knowledge transfer
as “the communication of knowledge from a source so that it is learned and applied by a recipient” (Ko et
al. 2005).
When offering managed support, the provider takes a proactive approach in helping users configure their
software applications so that they effectively scale in the cloud. Examples of these applications include
marketing campaigns—where a large amount of IT capacity is needed for a short period of time—or ecommerce applications with uncertain customer-driven IT capacity demand. The relationship between the
managed support customer and the cloud provider is similar to that of clients and consultants in
enterprise software implementations, where initially the client has the business knowledge and the
consultant the technical knowledge, and through their interactions knowledge is transferred between
them (Ko et al. 2005). Thus, managed support is not pure outsourcing where the provider does everything
for the customer and “takes the burden of learning off the back of a potential user” (Attewell 1992).
Finally, customers’ knowledge is positively associated with their usage of IT systems. IS researchers have
long known that “firms delay in-house adoption of complex technology until they obtain sufficient
technical know-how to implement and operate it successfully” (Attewell 1992). Moreover, firms are
known to delay not only the adoption (initial purchase) but also the actual assimilation of a technology
because of knowledge barriers (Fichman and Kemerer 1999).
There are several reasons why overcoming knowledge barriers may play an important role in enabling the
demand for cloud services. Many of the expected features of enterprise-grade servers, such as redundant
components that ensure high availability and physical access to servers, are not present in the cloud. The
cloud requires users to design for failure (Reese 2009) and consider how to keep an application running if
any given server randomly disappears. Moreover, the cloud’s scaling capabilities can only be truly
exploited if the applications scale out horizontally (i.e., employ several servers performing functions in
parallel). Neither of these nuances have been the norm in traditional application architectures.
Given this, customers with weak understanding of cloud infrastructure services may not feel confident
enough to deploy production applications in the cloud. Thus, their usage will likely be limited to testing
and development environments or to non-mission critical applications resulting in lower demands for IT
capacity. On the other hand, if through managed support customers learn from the provider, they will be
much more likely to feel confident enough to deploy higher grade production applications or even invent
new services using the cloud’s frontier technology (Bresnahan and Greenstein 2001). Either of these
translates into a greater demand for IT capacity. We formalize this in our first hypothesis:
H1a: The adoption of and continued access to managed support by customers is associated
with greater IT capacity demand compared to customers who only access basic support.
In a similar vein, applications designed for cloud infrastructures are meant to be horizontally scalable and
immune to the sudden failure of any given node in the architecture. Only by deploying horizontally
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scalable architectures can customers leverage on the cloud’s scalability, so their usage is a good indicator
of how well do customers use the cloud. Nonetheless, horizontally scalable architectures add significant
complexity to the traditional deployment of applications and may impede a customer from doing so on
her own. If the provider can guide customers in adapting their applications to the cloud, then it is more
likely that they will use complex architectures that make the most out of the cloud’s features:
H1b: The adoption of and continued access to managed support by customers is associated
with greater architecture complexity compared to customers who only access basic
support.
Regarding these hypotheses, it is worth recalling that one of the key benefits of using complex and
horizontally scalable architectures is the reduction of idle capacity waste (Armbrust et al. 2009; Harms
and Yamartino 2010). Thus, given a software application, customers who benefit from managed support
and use such complex architectures (per H1b) may be able to run the application more efficiently and
demanding less IT capacity than customers who only access basic support. Even without employing
complex architectures, it is reasonable to assume that more knowledgeable customers are able to better
forecast their IT capacity demands such that they overprovision fewer computing resources than less
knowledgeable ones. This suggests that managed support, by reducing customers’ knowledge barriers and
thus their co-invention costs, may have the opposite effect as that suggested by H1a: managed support
reduces rather than increases IT capacity demand. Nonetheless, our interview with the provider reveals
that, while this is plausible such as in the very rare case of capacity overbooking before adoption of
managed support, there is a much stronger effect whereby knowledgeable customers are willing to deploy
more applications and are more confident in exploiting the elasticity features in the cloud than
inexperienced ones. This insight is consistent with the overall effects predicted in H1a and H1b.

Learning, Forgetting and Durability of Co-Invention Cost Reduction
In addition to deciding to adopt the provider’s managed support, customers can also choose to cease its
use and switch from managed to basic support. Prior research has already shown that once firms
internalize knowledge transferred from external sources, their valuation of that knowledge decreases
relative to their valuation of internal knowledge (e.g., Menon and Pfeffer 2003). Therefore, a potential
reason why customers switch back to basic support is that they have learned from the provider and
reduced their co-invention cost enough such that their marginal gains from having access to managed
support are less than the price premium they must pay for it. We conjecture that if customers learn how to
deploy cloud infrastructures from the service provider, then they will not exhibit any significant change in
their demand for cloud services after they switch to basic support.
We argue that the deployment of a cloud project can be characterized as a process innovation customized
to the context and needs of the customer, in which not forgetting is vital for continued success. Our
context relates closely to the professional services industry in which subsequent projects, which are few
rather than plentiful, cannot only use the expertise generated through prior projects but their success
actually depends on the access to such knowledge. Extant research in this industry has found that
organizational forgetting rates are near zero (Boone et al. 2008).
There are at least two reasons why we expect switching firms to retain knowledge. First, the nature of
projects within a small firm, at least in the short-run, is likely to be similar from one project to another,
and thus a new project can use knowledge gained in a prior project. For example, once a customer learns
how to deploy several web servers behind a load balancer for one web-based software application, it is
reasonable to assume she will be capable of doing so again for a similar application in the near future.
Second, a very important nuance of how the service is offered makes knowledge retention a requirement
to switch: if customers desire to continue running the same set of applications under the new support
regime, they must redeploy on their own their entire infrastructure.
In conclusion, if customers do not forget quickly what they have learned, then we have no reason to expect
a dramatic change in their behavior after they switch from managed support to basic support. At a
minimum, their IT capacity demand and the complexity of their architectures should be greater than that
of customers who never had access to managed support. This result would provide evidence of the
durability of the effects of managed support. We formalize this in the following hypotheses:
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H2a: Customers who have accessed managed support in the past will consume more IT
capacity than customers who have only accessed basic support.
H2b: Customers who have accessed managed support in the past will employ more complex
architectures than customers who have only accessed basic support.

The Role of Experience
In addition to learning from an external source such as the provider, cloud infrastructure users have a
more commonly studied source of knowledge: their own experimentation and experience. The literature
focusing on how experience impacts firms’ behavior has had a very long tradition (e.g., Dutton and
Thomas 1984) and its review is beyond the scope of this manuscript. Nonetheless, although we do not
formally hypothesize it, in accordance with prior findings we expect that customer’s experience, by having
the effect of reducing co-invention costs, is positively associated with their demand for cloud services.
Specifically, we expect a positive and diminishing marginal impact of experience on cloud demand.
An open question is whether the provider’s technical support enhances or mitigates the impact of the
internal knowledge generated by customers through their own experience or, in other words, if internal
and external knowledge sources are complements or substitutes for each other. While prior research in
the context of R&D efforts has suggested a complementarity relationship between these (e.g., Arora and
Gambardella 1994; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006; Cohen and Levinthal 1989; Cohen and Levinthal
1990), recent work has also found evidence of a substitution effect in the context of process innovations
(e.g., Forman et al. 2008; Vega-Jurado et al. 2009).
Given that the deployment of applications in the cloud is more akin to a process innovation than to an
R&D endeavor, we suspect that in our context a customer’s own experience mitigates (substitutes for) the
effects of the external knowledge transferred by the provider in helping reduce co-invention costs.
Consequently, a customer’s experience will reduce the increases in IT capacity demand and architecture
complexity associated with the adoption and continued access to managed support. Our intuition is
further enriched by interviews with the provider in which we have learned that they believe managed
support is most beneficial for customers still trying to understand the intricacies of the service. We test
these claims through the following hypotheses:
H3a: The greater a customer’s own experience using cloud infrastructure services, the lower its
increase in IT capacity demand associated with the adoption of and continued access to
managed support.
H3b: The greater a customer’s own experience using cloud infrastructure services, the lower its
increase in architecture complexity associated with the adoption of and continued access
to managed support.

Empirical Model
We employ linear fixed effects panel data models along with a difference-in-difference identification
strategy to tease out the effects of adoption of managed support and switching back from managed to
basic support on cloud demand. The customer fixed effect allows us to control for unobserved timeinvariant customer characteristics that are likely correlated with the decision to adopt and/or switch from
managed support. Furthermore, the time fixed effect allows us to control for any shocks (e.g., holidays)
that may cause changes in behavior across all customers.
The complexity of a customer’s infrastructure architecture can be associated with their usage of horizontal
scaling methods. There are essentially two ways of growing an IT infrastructure: vertically, or up, and
horizontally, or out (Garcia et al. 2008; Michael et al. 2007; Reese 2009, p. 176). Scaling vertically implies
increasing capacity of a server or spreading out the IT stack across several servers, in either case having at
most one server per function with growth capped by the maximum server capacity available. Differently,
scaling horizontally involves having several servers performing functions in parallel and offers virtually
unlimited growth potential. Nonetheless, horizontal scaling’s unlimited growth comes with additional
complex challenges associated with load balancing and session management across servers, among others
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(Casalicchio and Colajanni 2000; Cherkasova 2000). Given these increased complexities in horizontal
scaling, we use an indicator of its usage to identify the architecture’s complexity.
Our main regressors of interest will be dummy variables that indicate if managed support has been
adopted by a customer or if she has switched from managed to basic support by a given period. We are
aware that the customers’ decisions to adopt and switch from managed support may be endogenous and
that this would in turn bias our estimates. We consider this and perform a falsification test in which we
examine the timing of the effects of managed support and also employ a dynamic panel data model as a
robustness check. We first test the main effects of the adoption and switching events and then interact
these dummies with the customers’ tenure to identify the role played by a customer’s experience in
relation to these events.

Effects of Adoption of and Switching from Managed Support
Our first model tests if the usage or the prior usage of managed support is associated with greater IT
capacity demand and complexity:

    

           

 .

(1)

Subscripts  and  index individual customers and time periods respectively. Parameter  is the customer
fixed effect that will be mean-differenced out, and  is the calendar time fixed effect. We also include a
dummy variable,  , indicating in what period of her lifetime a customer is when period  starts. This
allows us to control for the possibility that customers’ IT capacity demand and the complexity of their
deployments may increase in a non-linear fashion as they grow older and learn more about the cloud
infrastructure service. Parameter  is our error term which we assume is correlated only within
individuals, but not across them.
Our first regressor of interest is
 , which is a binary variable that indicates if managed
support was adopted by customer  by time  . Customers who always used managed support have
  1 in all periods. Thus,  identifies the effects on cloud demand of adopting and
having access to managed support, and we expect it to be positive and significant per Hypothesis 1.
Similarly,   is a binary variable that is equal to one if the customer does not have access to
managed support by the end of the focal period but was using managed support at the start of the focal
period or in some prior period(s). If a customer never switches from managed to basic support, then
   0 for all periods. The  coefficient identifies the durability of the effects of managed
support. If customers retain the knowledge acquired during the time they used managed support then 
will be insignificant (suggesting behavior does not change) or negative and significant but with a very low
value relative to  (suggesting the effects of managed support do not dissipate entirely). The sum   
will describe the differences in behavior between basic support customers who accessed managed support
in the past and those who exclusively accessed basic support. If Hypothesis 2 holds, and customers’ prior
access to managed support sets them apart from those who only used basic support, then    should be
positive and significant.

Considering Experience
We model experience as the log of the number of days a customer has been a cloud customer by the time
period  starts. Following standard practice, we add 1 to our regressor before computing its log since
customers will have no prior experience in the period they adopt the cloud service. Experience is
represented by the parameter     ( ln&    1') and we include it in our second model as
follows:

    (

  )

 (  
+ 





 *  

 )   *  

    








(2)



Note that the new parameter     captures the same effect as the lifetime period dummy  in
model (1), only that the latter did not impose any functional form to the relationship. We have moved to a
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log-linear approach in this model for ease of interpretation on the interaction term and also have removed
 from model (2) because  and     capture similar variance in the data.
To test our third hypothesis, which argues that internal and external knowledge sources are substitutes,
we interact the experience metric with the dummies for the adoption of and switch from managed
support. If this hypothesis holds then the coefficient ) should be negative and significant.

Data
Sample
We have collected a unique data set on cloud infrastructure services consumption from a major public
cloud provider. Our entire data set includes 54,706 customers that adopted the provider’s services at some
point between March 2009 and October 2011. The customers can freely choose if they rely only on the
provider’s basic support or if they pay additional fees to receive managed support. Customers can also
switch from one type of support to another, and we observe the time in which such switching occurs.
From the observed customer base, for the purposes of our analysis, we exclude customers who consume
very low levels of capacity or who do not perform changes to their architecture configuration. These are
customers who are using the cloud as a low cost (fixed capacity) web hosting service (e.g., to host a small
personal blog), and for whom the adoption of managed support would have no effect since they have no
intentions of growing their IT capacity demand. Specifically, we exclude customers who (1) only accessed
basic support and (2) averaged 512 MB RAM/hour or less during their first semester (first 6 months,
excluding 1st month) or (3) had no scaling activity during their first semester (first 6 months, excluding 1st
month). We do not consider their behavior during their 1st month in our threshold given that most
customers are setting up their infrastructure during this time, and thus both IT capacity usage and scaling
activity can be considered abnormal. This takes out 39,630 customers from the sample, though our results
are robust to their inclusion (these results are available upon request).
Amongst the remaining 15,076 customers in our sample, 12,033 relied exclusively on basic support, 2,267
relied exclusively on managed support, and 776 accessed both types of support during their observed
lifetimes. The data used in our analysis includes 194,488 customer-month observations. Table 1 provides
descriptive statistics of our sample.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Variable
,  

 ,  

-.  



 


 









Description

Observations

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Average GB RAM /hour

194,488

6.57

25.72

0

1,653.00

ln&,    1'

194,488

1.30

0.96

0.00

7.41

Indicator

194,488

0.22

0.41

0.00

1.00

Indicator

194,488

0.09

0.29

0.00

1.00

Indicator

194,488

0.02

0.14

0.00

1.00

Days as customer

194,488

237.59

202.90

0.00

923.00

ln&

194,488

4.74

1.73

0.00

6.83





 1'

Max

Dependent Variables: IT Capacity Usage and Architecture Complexity
We run all models with 2 different dependent variables ( ): logged IT capacity demand ( ,   )
and an indicator if horizontal scaling is being used or not (-.   ).

We capture IT capacity demand, ,   , as a customer ’s average hourly consumption during period 
measured in GB RAM/hour. For example, ,  /  2.25 means that customer  used, on average, a set
of servers with a combined capacity of 2.25 GB RAM during period 3. This could be two 1GB RAM servers
and a 256 MB RAM server, or 9 servers, each with 256 MB of RAM. Our measure reflects the way cloud
infrastructure providers price their services: hourly rates that increase in servers’ capacity. Given that the
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distribution of IT capacity demand is strongly skewed to the right, and that in some periods customers
may not consume capacity, we use  ,    ln&,    1' as our dependent variable.
Our analysis of the complexity of the customers’ deployments is based on the automated analysis of the
names given by them to the servers they were running at the end of every day within the period (month).
Specifically, we run an algorithm that analyzes the names of the servers being run at midnight (at the
provider’s time zone) during every day in the customers’ lifetimes – this has the consequence that our
records will not reflect short experiments or applications that run for less than 24 hours and were not
running at midnight, yet we know these events are extremely rare. Our assumption is that we can identify
a horizontally scalable architecture (i.e., an architecture with high complexity) if we find two or more
servers with very similar names. We assess the names’ similarity by measuring the Levenshtein distance
(the minimum number of character edits needed to transform one name into the other) between them.
We assume that if the Levenshtein distance is less or equal to 2, then they are performing the same
function in parallel. For example, servers with names web.domain.com and sql.domain.com
(Levenshtein distance = 3) are assumed to be performing different functions, but web1.domain.com and
web2.domain.com (Levenshtein distance = 1), are assumed to be working together in parallel.
Similarly, we consider worker, workerBB and workerCC (Levenshtein distance = 2) to be 3 servers
working together in parallel. In sum, if any two server names have a Levenshtein distance that is less or
equal to 2 during period , then -.    1, and is 0 otherwise.

Results
Effects of Adoption of Managed Support and Switching Back to Basic Support
We present our results for Model (1) in column (1) of Tables 2 and 3. Column (1) of Table 2 shows that
customers who adopt and use managed support consume, on average, 110% (i.e., 2.3424 5 1) more IT
capacity than customers who use basic support. Similarly, column (1) of Table 3 shows that these
customers have a 15.50 percentage points greater likelihood of using a complex, horizontally scalable
architecture. These results provide support for our first set of hypotheses (H1a and H1b) and suggest that
the offering of managed support has a positive and measureable impact on both the IT capacity demand
and the complexity of the infrastructure architecture employed.
On the other hand, column (1) of Table 2 shows that even after customers have switched from managed to
basic support, we find that they continue consuming, on average, 90% (i.e., 2.342462.(22) 5 1) more
capacity than customers who never accessed managed support. Moreover, column (1) of Table 3 shows
that customers are only 1.89 percentage points less likely to employ highly complex architectures after
they switch. In general, basic support customers who accessed managed support in the past continue
employing configurations with a greater complexity than customers who exclusively relied on basic
support. Together these results provide support for our second set of hypotheses (H2a and H2b) which
suggests that customers retain and leverage on the knowledge acquired during the time they accessed
managed support, and the positive effects of technical support on IT capacity demand are durable.

Robustness Checks
Falsification Tests
As noted above, one concern is that omitted variable bias and reverse causality may influence our
parameter estimates. To address these concerns, as a robustness check, we perform a falsification test and
verify if there is any significant change in customer behavior in the periods immediately preceding the
adoption of managed support. We examine whether customers’ behavior before the adoption of managed
support is similar among customers who will adopt managed support and those that will continue using
basic support. For this, we add 2 variables to Model (1). Parameters 7
8 2 and
7
8 4 are dummy variables equal to 1 in the 2 and 4 periods (respectively) immediately
before the adoption of managed support. Thus, for example, if a customer adopts managed support in
  10, then 7
8 4  1 for   6, … ,9, and is equal to 0 otherwise.
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Table 2. Regression Results for Models (1), (3) and (4). >?@  ABCDEDF?@>?@ .
Column

(1)

Model

Basic Model


(2)

(3)

Basic Model with
Falsification Tests

(4)

(5)

Dynamic Panel Models
FE

GMM

0.7404***
(0.0368)

0.7880***
(0.0420)

0.8063***
(0.0466)

0.2888***
(0.0065)

0.0244**
(0.0102)

-0.1002***
(0.0153)

-0.1012***
(0.0153)

-0.1015***
(0.0153)

-0.0466***
(0.0064)

-0.0054
(0.0079)

 ,  6(

0.9153***
(0.0027)

1.0713***
(0.0393)

 ,  6)

-0.1808***
(0.0036)

-0.1251***
(0.0452)

 ,  6/

0.0381***
(0.0034)

0.0452
(0.0432)

 ,  64

-0.0078***
(0.0023)

0.0245
(0.0322)

0.3499***
(0.0190)

-0.0567**
(0.0272)

 
7

8 2

7

8 4

Constant

0.1525***
(0.0313)
0.1266***
(0.0350)

-2.4866***
(0.0704)

-2.4946***
(0.0704)

-2.4933***
(0.0704)

N
194,488
194,488
194,488
136,420
136,420
2
R
0.234
0.235
0.234
0.708
Customers
15,076
15,076
15,076
13,009
13,009
All regressions include calendar ( ) and lifetime time dummies ( ). Robust standard errors, clustered on
customers, in parentheses. *  G 0.10, **  G 0.05, ***  G 0.01. The GMM estimation in column (5)
considers
 and   as endogenous. Given AR(2) in the errors, it uses the
3rd lag of  ,   and the 3rd and 4th lags of
 and   as their
instruments for the difference equation. It also uses the 2nd lag of the 3 variables’ first difference as
instruments for the levels equation. Total number of instruments is 186. Hansen (1982) specification test
passed with χ) &125'  121.54,   0.571. Robust standard errors use Windmeijer’s (2005) finite sample
correction.

We present our results with these new parameters in columns (2) and (3) of Tables 2 and 3. In terms of IT
capacity demand, we find that customers tend to consume between 13% (i.e., 2.()JJ 5 1) and 16% (i.e.,
2.(K)K
5 1) more capacity in the periods preceding the adoption of managed support. These coefficients
are positive and significant. However, their magnitude is much lower compared to the magnitude of the
coefficient for
 , which indicates the change in behavior once managed support is
adopted. A similar situation arises when considering the complexity of customers’ architecture in the
periods immediately preceding the adoption of managed support. Here we find that in these periods the
likelihood of customers employing a horizontally scalable architecture increases between 3.57 and 3.59
percentage points. Nonetheless, these coefficients are again very low compared to the coefficient of
 which suggests that the adoption and continued access to managed support increases
the likelihood of employing a horizontally scalable architecture by 16.62 to 17.37 percentage points.
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Table 3. Regression Results for Models (1) and (3). >?@  LMN?OMB@DA?@ .
Column

(1)

Model

Basic Model


(2)

(3)

Basic Model with
Falsification Tests

(4)

(5)

Dynamic Panel Models
FE

GMM

0.1550***
(0.0162)

0.1662***
(0.0184)

0.1737***
(0.0201)

0.0957***
(0.0054)

0.0055
(0.0051)

-0.0189***
(0.0064)

-0.0191***
(0.0064)

-0.0193***
(0.0064)

-0.0051
(0.0054)

-0.0028
(0.0043)

-.  6(

0.5676***
(0.0028)

0.8253***
(0.0679)

-.  6)

0.0238***
(0.0031)

0.0609
(0.0569)

-.  6/

0.0054*
(0.0030)

0.0814*
(0.0448)

-.  64

-0.0143***
(0.0025)

0.0258
(0.0417)

0.1122***
(0.0160)

-0.0445
(0.0292)

 
7

8 2

7

8 4

Constant

0.0357***
(0.0131)
0.0359***
(0.0138)

-0.5887***
(0.0424)

-0.5905***
(0.0424)

-0.5906***
(0.0424)

N
194,488
194,488
194,488
136,420
136,420
2
R
0.021
0.022
0.022
0.360
Customers
15,076
15,076
15,076
13,009
13,009
All regressions include calendar ( ) and lifetime time dummies ( ). Robust standard errors, clustered on
customers, in parentheses. *  G 0.10, **  G 0.05, ***  G 0.01. The GMM estimation in column (5)
considers
 and   as endogenous. Given AR(2) in the errors, it uses the
3rd lag of  ,   and the 3rd through 8th lags of
 and   as their
instruments for the difference equation. It also uses the 2nd lag of the 3 variables’ first difference as
instruments for the levels equation. Total number of instruments is 260. Hansen (1982) specification test
passed with χ) &199'  200.18,   0.463. Robust standard errors use Windmeijer’s (2005) finite sample
correction.

In sum, these results indicate a significant increase in IT capacity demand and architecture complexity
after the adoption of managed support that exceeds by far that in the periods preceding adoption. Thus, it
is unlikely that our results solely reflect a demand for managed support due to increases in capacity in the
period preceding adoption. However, two concerns remain: (1) that the current value of the dependent
variable may depend in part on its past values and (2) that omitted variable bias may still be influencing
our results. To address these concerns, we next implement a dynamic panel data model with instrumental
variables.
Dynamic Panel Estimation and Endogenous Adoption and Switching Decisions
Because of the nature of cloud infrastructure services, if customers do not change their behavior from one
period to another, then the value of our dependent variables greatly depend on their values in prior
periods. A first approach to account for this phenomenon is to include lagged values of the dependent
variable as a regressor and estimate the model using standard fixed effects. The model has the following
form:
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    R ST 6T  
TV(

           



(3)

We ran this fixed effects model using varying number of lags (i.e.,   1, … ,5), and attained qualitatively
similar results. For reasons that will be explained below, we only present the results using 4 lags (  4) of
 ,   and -.   in column (4) of Tables 2 and 3, respectively. With both dependent
variables,  ,   and -.   we confirm our suspicion that the current value of the variable is
strongly influenced by its past values; this is reflected in the large coefficients (close to 1 in the case of
 ,   ) for the lagged dependent variables. Nonetheless, even after controlling for this, column (4)
of Tables 2 and 3 show that both IT capacity usage and the likelihood of employing a highly complex
architecture still increase 33% (i.e., 2.)WWW 5 1) and 9.57 percentage points, respectively, with the adoption
of and continued access to managed support (
 ). Furthermore, with respect to the
effects of switching back from managed to basic support (  ), we also find that IT capacity
usage only decreases marginally after customers switch from managed to basic support, and the likelihood
of employing a horizontally scalable architecture does not have a statistically significant change after this
event. Despite the magnitudes of the coefficients in column (4) are much lower than those in our baseline
model in column (1), which was actually expected after including the lags of the dependent variables as
regressors, the signs and statistical significance of the parameters of interest continue to hold.
The naïve usage of a fixed effect model to estimate model (3) opens the door to suffering from dynamic
panel bias. Although this bias decreases in the number of periods (Nickell 1981), and we have a long panel
with   32, the bias remains a concern. A solution to this issue involves using the System GMM and
Difference GMM approaches that have evolved from the work of Anderson and Hsiao (1981), Arellano and
Bond (1991), Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998), and that has been used recently in
the IS literature (e.g., Archak et al. 2011; Ghose 2009). This approach has the added benefit that it allows
us to consider
 and   as endogenous and use their lagged values and
differences as instruments for them. We employ System GMM (Arellano and Bover 1995; Blundell and
Bond 1998) while also applying the finite-sample correction proposed by Windmeijer (2005). We now
describe separately the estimation procedure for each of the two dependent variables, starting with
 ,   .
A first estimation procedure to make before running model (3) with System GMM is selecting the
appropriate number of lags of the dependent variable to be included as regressor (). Following a process
similar to that executed by Chen et al. (2011), we started our lag number selection problem by choosing a
number of lags that is consistent with our phenomena of interest and then test for serial correlation in the
errors and the validity of the overidentifying restrictions. We chose to use 4 lags of  ,   based on
the provider’s belief that it takes customers about 4 months to stabilize their behavior. In our first run,
using all available instruments (from the 2nd lag to the end of the panel), the Arellano and Bond (1991)
serial correlation test indicated that we do not only have the expected 1st order serial correlation but also
have 2nd order serial correlation. As a result, we assume our errors follow a MA(1) process in which
nd lag of the variables as
  X  YX6( , where |Y| G 1 and [\X ]  0. Given this, we cannot use the 2
instruments for the difference equation (since [\6) Δ  ] _ 0) nor the 1st lag of their first difference as
instruments for the levels equation (since [\Δ6(  ] _ 0). Nonetheless, we can still rely on the variables’
3rd (and posterior) lags and the 2nd lag of their first difference as instruments (Cameron and Trivedi
2010). That is, we assume [\6/ Δ  ]  [\Δ6)  ]  0. After this consideration, our model becomes
U

    R ST 6T  
TV(

            X  YX6( .

(4)

We ran model (4) using all available instruments (from the 3rd lag to the end of the panel). We confirmed
we still have 2nd order serial correlation and then used the Hansen (1982) J test to test the validity of our
overidentifying restrictions. We passed the Hansen J test with ` ) &667'  674.21,   0.415. We then
checked if we could use fewer lags of  ,   as regressors, but found that we failed to pass the
Hansen J test if we did so, and thus we kept the 4 lags.
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The second estimation decision to make is selecting an appropriate number of instruments to avoid the
problem of over fitting the model with too many instruments (Roodman 2009). Again following Chen et
al. (2011), we gradually reduced the number of lags used as instruments until we found the least number
of instruments under which we still passed the instrument validity Hansen J test. We found that we can
limit our model to the use of the 3rd lag of  ,   and the 3rd and 4th lags of
 and
  as instruments for the difference equation. We also use the 3rd lag of the 3 variables’ first
difference as instruments for the levels equation. When using such specification, we pass the Hansen J
test with ` ) &125'  121.54,   0.571. Moreover, using only these instruments reduces the total number
of instruments from 728 to 186.
The results for this System GMM specification are reported in column (5) of Table 2. As in column (4), we
find that the values of  ,   are strongly influenced by its prior values. In this model, while the
magnitude of the coefficient from
 is reduced, it is still positive and significant with pvalue = 0.017, which matches what was expected per H1a. The coefficient of   is no longer
significant, which is different from what we had in our baseline model in column (1) and the fixed effects
dynamic panel in column (4). Nonetheless, rather than contradicting H2a, this change provides better
support for the hypothesis that basic support customers who accessed managed support in the past
demand more IT capacity than those who never accessed managed support.
Turning to the model with -.   as dependent variable, we also started the number of lags
selection by using 4 lags of the dependent variable as regressors. Using all available instruments, the
Arellano and Bond (1991) test also found 2nd order serial correlation, so we must again rely on the 3rd or
later lags of the variables’ values and the 3rd lag of their first difference as instruments. Similar to the case
with  ,   , the lowest number of lags of -.   we can include in our regression is 4. In
terms of instruments, the specification with the smallest numbers of instruments employs the 3rd lag of
-.   and the 3rd through 8th lags of
 and   as instruments for
the difference equation. We also use the 3rd lag of the 3 variables’ first difference as instruments for the
levels equation. With this specification we pass the Hansen (1982) instrument validity test with ` ) &199' 
200.18,   0.463. Our total number of instruments is 260.
We report our results for this model in column (5) of Table 3. As expected, the coefficient of the first lag of
the dependent variable in the GMM specification is larger than that in the FE specification (0.8253 a
0.5676). This strengthens the idea that a customer’s use of a complex architecture in the focal period is
strongly influenced by her use of such architecture in past periods. In part because of this, it is not a
surprise that our coefficient describing the effects of employing managed support (
 ) is
no longer statistically significant (p-value = 0.286). Despite this, since
 has a positive
sign, we suggest that the insignificance of its coefficient in this model specification does not contradict our
prior findings. The coefficient for   is not significant as in column (4), which again follows
what is expected per H2b. In future work, we will investigate the robustness of our findings to the use of
nonlinear dynamic panel data models that will better incorporate the variation in users’ architecture
complexity. For example, in addition to considering the usage of a horizontally scalable architecture we
can also count the number of different sets of servers working in parallel.

How do Experience and Managed Support Interact to Shape Demand?
We now test our third set of hypotheses which suggest that there are substitution effects between
customers’ internal knowledge and external knowledge. The results of this test done with Model (2) are
presented for both dependent variables in Table 4; we analyze the results with the models for  ,  
in columns (1) through (3) and -.   in columns (4) through (6) respectively.

The coefficients on the interactions of
 and     are not statistically significant in
columns (2) and (3), so we fail to find support for Hypothesis 3a. Yet, the coefficients are negative and
statistically significant in columns (5) and (6), which provides support for Hypothesis 3b. Together, we
find weak support for the hypothesized substitution relationship between internal and external knowledge,
whereby managed support has a stronger effect on younger customers. In order to better examine the
implications of the interplay between the adoption of and continued access to managed support and
customers’ tenure, we evaluate the percentage changes on the likelihood of employing a horizontally
scalable deployment due to turning the
 dummy on at different levels of tenure. Based
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Table 4. Regression Results for Model (2)
Column


(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

 ,  



(5)

(6)

-.  

0.7407***
(0.0366)

0.7126***
(0.0430)

0.7044***
(0.0430)

0.1549***
(0.0162)

0.1801***
(0.0180)

0.1769***
(0.0180)

 

-0.0949***
(0.0153)

-0.1023***
(0.0157)

-0.2244***
(0.0636)

-0.0178***
(0.0064)

-0.0111
(0.0068)

-0.0592**
(0.0247)

 

0.1033***
(0.0020)

0.1028***
(0.0021)

0.1029***
(0.0021)

0.0166***
(0.0010)

0.0171***
(0.0010)

0.0172***
(0.0010)

0.0052
(0.0054)

0.0058
(0.0055)

-0.0046**
(0.0021)

-0.0044**
(0.0021)

* 






 

 
*    

0.0240*
(0.0131)

Constant

0.3840***
(0.0600)

0.3837***
(0.0600)

0.0095*
(0.0053)

0.3850***
(0.0600)

0.0336
(0.0301)

0.0339
(0.0301)

0.0344
(0.0301)

N
194,488
194,488
194,488
194,488
194,488
194,488
R2
0.231
0.231
0.231
0.021
0.021
0.021
Customers
15,076
15,076
15,076
15,076
15,076
15,076
All regressions include calendar time dummies (no lifetime dummies). Robust standard errors, clustered
on customers, in parentheses. * p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.

Table 5. Changes in IT Capacity Demand and Likelihood of
employing Horizontal Scaling from Adopting and Switching Back
from Managed Support at Different Levels of Tenure
Column

(1)





b

  1

   1

     1

b̅ 5 d )

(5)

(6)

-.  
b̅

b̅  d )

105.80 107.86 109.94 16.36

15.60

14.84

-14.11

-10.47

-6.68

-3.07

-1.44

0.19

76.75

86.09

95.93

13.29

14.16

15.04

b̅

b̅  d )

(4)

b̅ 5 d )

5 1, per model (2), the percentage change in ,   is given by
lm ngTgopqrsUUtujk vwm rxhyzt{g|hjk veTzpTsupjk &l} ngTgopqrsUUtujk vw} rxhyzt{g|hjk '
5 1 . b b̅ and d ) denote the
sample mean and standard deviation of     , respectively. Results in columns (1) through (3) are
based on column (3) of Table 4 and are expressed in percent change; results in columns (4) through (6)
are based on column (6) of Table 4 and are expressed in changes in percentage points.
a

Since ,   

(3)

,   a

Dependent Variable
Fixed level of  

(2)

eTfgUghijk

on the results in columns (3) and (6) of Table 4, Table 5 presents the percentage changes for both IT
capacity (,   ) and architecture complexity (-.   ). Although we include both dependent
variables for completeness, we only analyze the results of the latter since the coefficients of the former are
not statistically significant. The table shows that while managed support increases the likelihood of using
horizontal scaling of a young customer (1 standard deviation below mean tenure) by 16.36 percentage
points, it only increases it by 14.84 percentage points for an older customer (1 standard deviation above
mean tenure). Table 5 also offers evidence of how switching from managed to basic support
(  ) affects customers with different levels of experience. While young customers have, per
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column (4), a 3.07 percentage points decrease in their likelihood of employing a horizontally scalable
deployment when they switch, older customers (column (6)) increase this likelihood by 0.19 percentage
points. These results provide further evidence that customer’s own experience (    ) helps reduce
their co-invention costs over time: The younger a customer is when she switches from managed to basic
support, the greater the co-invention costs she must cope with on her own, and thus the greater the
decrease in her ability to leverage on the cloud’s scalability.

Conclusion
Cloud computing has been envisioned as a GPT that will serve as a catalyst for business innovation and an
engine for economic growth. For example, cloud computing allows tens of thousands of small firms to
have equal access to computing infrastructure as the large ones (Varian 2011). Understanding driving
factors of cloud demand growth is of paramount importance towards generating insights on cloud
computing economics.
Using a unique and rich data set on public cloud infrastructure services consumption by 15,076 firms over
the period from March 2009 to October 2011, our study is the first to address the question of how a
provider’s technical support influences a client’s cloud demand by directly observing and measuring how
customers’ access to support and their usage of IT infrastructure vary over time. We also explore the
underlying mechanisms behind the positive relationship between technical support and IT capacity
demand. Taking advantage of the near-commodity nature of the cloud, we provide evidence of factors that
reduce the costs of adapting and customizing the GPT to the customers’ business needs, thereby
increasing the demand for the service.
Our estimates of the positive impact of offering technical support are economically significant. Customers
who adopt and have accessed managed support, consume, on average, 110% more IT capacity than those
who have only accessed basic support. The managed support customers are also 15.5 percentage points
more likely to deploy more complex infrastructure architectures that make better use of the cloud’s
features (e.g., its scalability). We also find evidence that customers who switch back from managed to
basic support continue consuming an average of 90% more IT capacity than customers who only had
access to basic support throughout our entire sample period. Similarly, we find no evidence that
customers who switch back significantly decrease the complexity of their architectures. These last two
results indicate customers internalize and do not forget quickly what they have learned from the provider.
Finally, we find some suggestive evidence that the adoption and continued access to managed support has
a stronger positive influence on the behavior and the demand of newer customers, who presumably face
stronger co-invention costs than customers with longer tenure.

Future Research and Limitations
Although, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that empirically examines drivers of demand
for cloud infrastructure services, doing so does not come without some inherent limitations. These
limitations, nonetheless, may be overcome by future research through additional data collection.
First, even though we have visibility regarding customers’ IT capacity demand, and we have made an
effort to infer the complexity of their deployments by analyzing the names they have given to their servers,
we do not observe with complete accuracy how customers are using their servers. In particular, we do not
observe what applications they are running on the servers or the specific technicalities of their
configurations. This, in turn, limits our ability to assess how well or how efficiently customers are using
cloud infrastructure services. Further research may employ surveys and interviews with cloud customers
to overcome this limitation.
An additional limitation is that our approach does not at present control for time-varying factors that
might influence both the decision to contract managed support and IT capacity demand. Future work in
this area should include the use of additional firm-level controls or employ instrumental variables
analysis to further explore how such omitted variables might influence results.
Third, one significant limitation of this study is our inability to directly observe the value that customers
derive from their utilization of cloud infrastructure services. For example, since we do not observe
customer firms’ financial and operational performance, we cannot follow prior literature on IT value (e.g.,
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Aral et al. 2006; Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1995; Brynjolfsson and Hitt 1996) in capturing the impact of the
adoption and usage of cloud services on firm performance. Similarly, while one of the most commonly
mentioned benefits of cloud computing is its ability to reduce idle IT capacity waste (Armbrust et al.
2009; Harms and Yamartino 2010), we cannot capture these IT capacity savings since we do not observe
customers’ IT investments outside of the provider’s cloud. In our research, we observe customers’
revealed preferences to employ cloud infrastructure services over some other IT infrastructure alternative,
such as a self-run data center. Under the assumption that customers are economically rational entities, we
correspondingly also assume that customers’ demand for IT capacity in the cloud is a proxy for the value
they derive from it. This presents an exciting future research opportunity that combines cloud usage data
with metrics on firm performance and in-house IT infrastructure.
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